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Abstract—The paper describes the method intended to authenticate identity of a VoIP subscriber with use of the data hiding technique that is specifically implemented by means of the echo hiding method. The scope includes presentation of experimental results related to transmission of information via a hidden channel with use of the SIP/SDP signalling protocol as well as results of subjective assessment on quality of a signal with an embedded watermark.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, when the VoIP technology is being rapidly developed, the problem of subscriber authentication is appearing as the more and more important problem. The existing threats to safety of telephone connections [1], [2] have led to the need to seek for alternative methods robust against intentional attacks. Encryption of dedicated phone calls is only a partial solution of the problem as most of PSTN calls that are currently made are incapable to cope with confidentiality of connections. There appeared an attempt to resolve the problem with use of the electronic appliance called personal trusted terminal (PTT) [3] that bases on an objective (numerical) verification of radio subscribers and that is also applicable to VoIP, GSM and PSTN networks. The concept associated with objective verification of telephone subscribers on telecom lines with use of the information hiding technique can be also applied to hidden authentication of subscribers for telephone and radio links [4]. The present study deals with the method of watermarking by means of the echo hiding technique. Alongside, results of studies on robustness of the watermark to variable conditions attributable to wide area networks (WAN) are presented. In addition, the emulation method for WANs link path conditions is also described, where the emulation is carried out with use of the VMware Player software and the Debian operating system that is derived from the Linux kernel. The mentioned software is free of charge and commonly available from Internet.

2. Echo Hiding Method

2.1. Embedder Design

The echo hiding method consists in filtering of the original signal where one of two filters with the finite impulse response is used. The two filters differ with the following parameters: response delay, rate of the response fading as well as number of delays that produce the echo (kernels). The specific filter is selected pursuant to the bit value of the transmitted watermark. The encryption method with use of the echo hiding technique is described with more details in [5] as well as in [6] and [7]. The applied algorithm implements the module of the detector that is capable to recognize sounding vowels and consonants, which makes it possible to incorporate the watermark to selected frames of the acoustic signal. For that purpose the average magnitude difference function (AMDF) is used. It is the method that for the first time was explained in [8]. Consequently, when information on structure of the applied detector of sounding consonants and vowels is unavailable it is infeasible to correctly detect the watermark on the receiver side.

![Fig. 1. Design of the watermark embedder.](image)

In that way transmission of the watermark becomes hidden and adopts features of a confidential transmission as it is the case when the process of trials and errors is suitable to detect only selected fragments of the transmitted signal. Taking account for the fact that the information represented by the watermark is used only once for the specific phone connection session, it becomes much more difficult to fake identity of the subscriber. Design of the watermark embedder is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2. Design of the Watermark Embedder

Operation principle of the embedder consists in computation of the auto-cepstrum function intended to detect delay of the echo. It is the method that was described for the first time in [9]. The algorithms takes advantage of a voice activity detector (VAD) for sounding vowels and consonants as it is reasonable to find out only those fragments (frames) of the signal, where the watermark can be embedded. The same VAD is also used on the receiver side. The water-
mark extractor demands for more computation power than the embedder due to the reason that for each signal frame it must find out the auto-cepstrum function that is defined by the following equation:

\[ f_d = \left\{ \text{IFFT} \left[ \log \left( \text{FFT} (u_w(n)) \right)^2 \right] \right\}^2, \]  

where:
- \( u_w \) – amplitude of subsequent samples within the frame,
- \( \text{FFT} \) – fast Fourier transform,
- \( \text{IFFT} \) – inversed fast Fourier transform

2.3. The Real-Time Mode Process of Watermark Embedding and Extraction

Owing to the fact that the algorithm for watermark embedding is relatively uncomplicated, it is feasible to implement it in the real-time mode to system platforms with low computation capacities. It makes possible to use the algorithms in such portable devices as PDA, mobile phones or other appliances, where, e.g., the Java virtual machine is installed. Due to more demanding requirements of the extractor, the stream of received bits must split into two paths, where the first part is forwarded to the D/A converter and then delivered to the loud-speaker (handset), whereas the second part arrives to the watermark extractor. Therefore, it is possible to embed and extract watermarks with no compromise to the voice quality.

3. Measurement Test Bed

In order to measure robustness of the watermark to variable conditions typical for WANs links, two virtual machines created within the VMware Player [9] were used. VMware Player is the software application that makes it possible to assign a part of hardware computer resources to establish an isolated architecture that enables to run any operating system. Furthermore, the virtual machines are capable to communicate by means of the IP protocol. To emulate WAN environment one machine called router was used to launch the packets forwarding service (IP forwarding) and then the tool called traffic control was applied to manage traffic of outgoing packets (Fig. 2). The router forwards packets to the virtual telephone exchanger PBX Asterisk.

The traffic control tool allows emulation of the following parameters:
- packet delay,
- packet loss,
- packet repeating,
- packet damage by random bit swapping,
- packet reordering.

The foregoing configuration of the test bed made it possible to carry out the following experiment. The stream of speech signal was redirected to the subscriber’s voice mailbox, whereas the stream of RTP packets was controlled by the router, where traffic of outgoing packets was delayed in accordance with the Gaussian distribution with the constant mean value of 100 ms and increasing standard deviation across the jitter experiment. The acoustic signal transmitted with use of the RTP protocol was encoded by means of the G.711 µ-Law codec. The experiments were carried out in the following way:

1. The binary signature of the watermark was embedded by means of the echo hiding algorithm with use of the Matlab environment.
2. The WAVE file containing the examined soundtrack was reproduced as a sound source for the SIPCLI software. It is the software tool that is used to establish connections when the SIP protocol is applied.
3. The recorded voice message stored on the voice mailbox was transferred to the local disk.
4. The file with the recorded message was decoded by the watermark extractor within the Matlab environment.

The connection between the client and the machine, where the VMware Player environment was launched, was established with use of the Ethernet cable UTP cat. 5 with the length of 1.2 m. The connection was handled by network cards operating according to the IEEE 802.3u standard (100Base-TX Fast Ethernet).

4. Measurement Results

Figure 3 presents comparison between quality of the watermark extraction depending on the type of the finite impulse response (FIR) filter applied to embed the echo. The experiments were carried out within a closed loop for the male English speech. The signal was sampled with the frequency of 8 kHz and 16-bit resolution. The d0 parameter stands for the echo delay expressed as a number of samples for the bit with the low logic level (0), whereas the d1 parameter is meant for the echo delay expressed as a number of samples for the bit with the high logic level (1). The echo fading factor is 0.4 for the both cases. The values...
of \( d_0 \) were selected on the basis of the experimental study described in [10]. The presented graphs serve as the proof that any increase in number of echo kernels is not enough to substantially improve the detection efficiency. Only the filter with the preceding or delayed kernel (also known as bilateral kernel) significantly improves extraction quality. On the other hand, the watermark quality estimation tests demonstrate that such a solution considerably deteriorates the original signal and leads to distortions that make the watermark easily hearable. To reach a compromise between satisfying results of the watermark extraction and the watermark inaudibility, the following parameters of the watermark embedder were selected for the male English speech:

- \( d_0 = 15 \) samples,
- \( d_1 - d_0 = 5 \) samples,
- number of echo kernels = 1,
- echo fading factor = 0.4.

To guarantee correct detection of the signature secured by means of the error detecting and correcting code BCH, the elementary error rate must be below 10%. As one can see in Fig. 4 detection/ extraction of the watermark is fea-

![Fig. 3. Efficiency of detection as a function of echo delay and number of echo kernels: (a) = 1, (b) = 3, (c) = 5 for the English speech signal and for signature with 32 [b] payload (d) bilateral echo methodo.](image)

![Fig. 4. Robustness of the watermark against jitter in the RTP channel, \( f_s = 8 \) kHz](image)
into the Wireshark package on the basis of data packets captured at the side of the PBX telephone switchboard.

Max delta = 66.16 ms at packet no. 1746
Max jitter = 15.23 ms. Mean jitter = 10.19 ms.
Total RTP packets = 1150 (expected 1150)
Lost RTP packets = 0 (0.00%)
Sequence errors = 120
Duration 23 s
(-386 ms clock drift,
corresponding to 7868 Hz (-1.65%)

The above statistics have been found out for the connection with the emulated standard deviation of 9 ms. It turns out that for such circumstances the drift of phase angle amounting to –1.65% occurs. Therefore, the proposed method is also insensitive to the effect of phase angle drift, which is very common on telecom links.

To subjectively assess fidelity of signals with embedded watermarks the test defined by the standard ITU-R BS.1116-1 was carried out. The test was completed with participation of 10 listeners. Test results were subject to statistic computations with the confidence interval of 95% and then shown in Fig. 5. The SDG values above –1 mean that the watermark is not hearable. The obtained results enable to come out with the following conclusions:

- Authentication of SIP subscribers with use of watermarks is possible for networks where QoS is applied.
- Watermark signal is robust against variable delays of packets transmitted within the network.
- Increase both: echo signal numbers, as well as the echo scaling factor, makes the watermark better hearable on the background of the original signal.
- The subjective assessment how much embedded watermarks distort the original speech signal may vary with the language of conversation and gender of speakers.

The experimental results serve as the confirmation that authentication of subscribers who use VoIP telephony is possible when watermarks are embedded by means of the echo method and the original signal at the receiver side may remains unknown. It was also demonstrated that the proposed method is robust against conversion with use of the G.711 µ-Law codec. In addition, the experiments provided the proof that the method is robust against the phase angle drift (signal jitter) that commonly occurs in telecom channels. Therefore, the ‘blind’ extraction of watermarks is possible, i.e., the original signal at the receiver side is not necessary to correctly extract the binary signature that is represented by the embedded watermark.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track number</th>
<th>Type of speech signal</th>
<th>Echo decay factor</th>
<th>Number of echo signals</th>
<th>BER [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>French female</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>English female</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>German male</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>French female</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>English female</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>German male</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>French female</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>English female</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>German male</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>French female</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>English female</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>German male</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>French female</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>bilateral echo</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>English female</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>bilateral echo</td>
<td>20.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>bilateral echo</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>German male</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>bilateral echo</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>English male</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>bilateral echo</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Recommendations

The studies on implementation of watermark embedding with use of the echo hiding method serve as the evidence that the RTP channels set up for connections to both the H.323 and SIP protocols are suitable for transmission with watermarks embedded into voice signals.
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